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With three Military Crosses, three Croix de guerre, a Légion d'honneur and a papal knighthood for his heroics during the Second
World War, Sir Tommy Macpherson is the most decorated living soldier of the British Army. Yet for 65 years the Highlander's story
has remained untold. Few know how, aged 21, he persuaded 23,000 SS soldiers of the feared Das Reich tank column to
surrender, or how Tommy almost single-handedly stopped Tito's Yugoslavia annexing the whole of north-east Italy. Twice
captured, he escaped both times, marching through hundreds of miles of German-held territory to get home. Still a schoolboy
when war broke out, Tommy quickly matured into a legendary commando, and his remarkable story features a dizzyingly diverse
cast of characters, including Winston Churchill, Field Marshal Montgomery and Charles de Gaulle.
Nine men. 2,000 enemies. No back-up. No air support. No rescue. No chance... First in - the official motto of one of the British
Army's smallest and most secretive units, 16 Air Assault Brigade's Pathfinder Platoon. Unofficially, they are the bastard son of the
SAS. And like their counterparts in Hereford, the job of the Pathfinders is to operate unseen and undetected deep behind enemy
lines. When British forces deployed to Iraq in 2003, Captain David Blakeley was given command of a reconnaissance mission of
such critical importance that it could change the course of the war. It's the story of nine men, operating alone and unsupported, fifty
miles ahead of a US Recon Marine advance and head straight into a hornets nest, teeming with thousands of heavily-armed
enemy forces. This is the first account of that extraordinary mission - abandoned by coalition command, left with no option but to
fight their way out of the enemy's backyard. And it provides a gripping insight into the Pathfinders themselves, a shadowy unit, just
forty-five men strong, that plies its trade from the skies. Trained to parachute in to enemy territory far beyond the forward edge of
battle - freefalling from high altitude breathing bottled oxygen and employing the latest skydiving technology - the PF are unique.
Because of new rules introduced since the publication of Bravo Two Zero, there have been no first-hand accounts of British
Special Forces waging modern-day warfare for nearly a decade. And no member of the Pathfinders has ever told their story
before. Until now. Pathfinder is the only first-hand account of a UKSF mission to emerge for nearly a generation. And it could be
the last.
In mid-December 1968, after recovering from wounds susatined in a murderous mission, Gary Linderer returned to Phu Bai to
comlpete his tour of duty as a LRP. His job was to find the enmy, observe him, or kill him--all the while behind enemy lines, where
success could be as dangerous as discovery.
A New York Times Bestseller “Fraught with danger, filled with mystery, and meticulously researched, The Lost Girls of Paris is a
fascinating tale of the hidden women who helped to win the war.” —Lisa Wingate, New York Times bestselling author of Before We
Were Yours From the author of the runaway bestseller The Orphan’s Tale comes a remarkable story of friendship and courage
centered around three women and a ring of female secret agents during World War II. 1946, Manhattan One morning while
passing through Grand Central Terminal on her way to work, Grace Healey finds an abandoned suitcase tucked beneath a bench.
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Unable to resist her own curiosity, Grace opens the suitcase, where she discovers a dozen photographs—each of a different
woman. In a moment of impulse, Grace takes the photographs and quickly leaves the station. Grace soon learns that the suitcase
belonged to a woman named Eleanor Trigg, leader of a network of female secret agents who were deployed out of London during
the war. Twelve of these women were sent to Occupied Europe as couriers and radio operators to aid the resistance, but they
never returned home, their fates a mystery. Setting out to learn the truth behind the women in the photographs, Grace finds herself
drawn to a young mother turned agent named Marie, whose daring mission overseas reveals a remarkable story of friendship,
valor and betrayal. Vividly rendered and inspired by true events, New York Times bestselling author Pam Jenoff shines a light on
the incredible heroics of the brave women of the war and weaves a mesmerizing tale of courage, sisterhood and the great strength
of women to survive in the hardest of circumstances. A Cosmopolitan Best Book Club Book, PopSugar Must-Read, and Glamour
Best of 2019 “An intriguing mystery and a captivating heroine make The Lost Girls of Paris a read to savor!” —Kate Quinn, New
York Times bestselling author of The Alice Network Look for Pam Jenoff’s new novel, The Woman with the Blue Star, an
unforgettable story of courage and friendship during wartime. Read these other sweeping epics from New York Times bestselling
author Pam Jenoff. The Orphan’s Tale The Ambassador’s Daughter The Diplomat’s Wife The Kommandant’s Girl The Last
Summer at Chelsea Beach The Winter Guest
Relates the story of Alexander the Great who, at only age 21, became King of Macedonia and set off on a twelve-year journey to
conquer the known world and extend the boundaries of Greek civilization.
This true story paints an explicit picture of being in the infantry boots of a US Army Ranger Team on a mission lost in the jungle of
South Vietnam with no radio communication and ambushed by a large enemy force. It reveals the tactics used in Vietnam-are the
same we need today, to survive the Spiritual warfare that occurs daily for our soul.
U.S. Air Force pilot Captain Scott O'Grady was shot down in his F-16 over Bosnia while helping to keep the peace. The plane
exploded, and Captain O'Grady fell 5 miles to the ground below. In exciting detail, Captain O'Grady tells how he evaded capture
and how, with little water and no food, he was able to survive on his own in enemy territory. This is a thrilling look at an American
hero--a hero not because the captain survived, but because of the skill, faith, and courage he displayed and the duty he fulfilled as
a member of the armed forces.
This compelling book tells some of the epic stories of the thousands of shot-down airmen, including many Canadians, who got out
from behind enemy lines across all theatres of the Second World War. Based on special first-hand interviews and new research
into official debriefing documents held at Britain's National Archives, many of these accounts have never been published before.
This book explores the pivotal role of military intelligence that masterminded the training, support, and organization of escape and
evasion; it also features rare photographs of the evaders and their helpers.

In 1861, when war erupted between the States, President Lincoln made an impassioned plea for volunteers. Determined
not to remain on the sidelines, Emma Edmonds cropped her hair, donned men’s clothing, and enlisted in the Union
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Army. Posing in turn as a slave, peddler, washerwoman, and fop, Emma became a cunning master of disguise, risking
discovery and death at every turn behind Confederate lines.
Behind Enemy LinesTrue Stories of Amazing Courage /.Behind Enemy LinesThe True Story of a French Jewish Spy in
Nazi GermanyCrown
'Evader' is one of the most remarkable stories ever to come out of the Second World War. It has its place amongst the
modern-day tales of living, fighting and evading behind enemy lines.
"Gives readers an up-close look at the harrowing story of the 807th Medical Evacuation Squadron's escape from behind
Nazi Lines after surviving a plane crash in enemy territory"-This personal account of Terry O'Farrell's career as an SAS soldier vividly captures not only the military actions of his
time in Vietnam, but the human aspects of surviving the intense selection process and training to dealing with the everpresent fear of combat. The horrors of long tense stretches on patrol in the jungle and being caught by surprise by the
enemy are recounted. Also included are colorful tales of experiences off the battlefied--the larrakin pranks during training
and the friendships that form between soldiers.
"[T]he amazing story of a woman who lived through one of the worst times in human history, losing family members to the
Nazis but surviving with her spirit and integrity intact.” —Publishers Weekly Marthe Cohn was a young Jewish woman
living just across the German border in France when Hitler rose to power. Her family sheltered Jews fleeing the Nazis,
including Jewish children sent away by their terrified parents. But soon her homeland was also under Nazi rule. As the
Nazi occupation escalated, Marthe’s sister was arrested and sent to Auschwitz and the rest of her family was forced to
flee to the south of France. Always a fighter, Marthe joined the French Army and became a member of the intelligence
service of the French First Army. Marthe, using her perfect German accent and blond hair to pose as a young German
nurse who was desperately trying to obtain word of a fictional fiancé, would slip behind enemy lines to retrieve inside
information about Nazi troop movements. By traveling throughout the countryside and approaching troops sympathetic to
her plight--risking death every time she did so--she learned where they were going next and was able to alert Allied
commanders. When, at the age of eighty, Marthe Cohn was awarded France’s highest military honor, the Médaille
Militaire, not even her children knew to what extent this modest woman had helped defeat the Nazi empire. At its heart,
this remarkable memoir is the tale of an ordinary human being who, under extraordinary circumstances, became the hero
her country needed her to be.
A pilot of a B-17 describes how his plane was struck by enemy fire while returning from a bombing run over Germany,
and how the crew was forced to parachute into Holland where the Nazis eventually captured him and sent him to a
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prisoner of war camp.
A U.S. pilot who was shot down over Bosnia describes how he evaded capture and survived in enemy territory.
The British Army's SAS--the Special Air Service--is recognized as one of the world's premier special operations units.
During the Gulf War, deep behind Iraqi lines, an SAS team was compromised. A fierce firefight ensued, and the eight
men were forced to run for their lives. Only one, Chris Ryan, escaped capture--by walking nearly 180 miles through the
desert for a week. The One That Got Away is his breathtaking story of extraordinary courage under fire, of narrow
escapes, of highly trained soldiers struggling against the most adverse of conditions, and, above all, of one man's
courageous refusal to lie down and die.
In early 1942, with World War II going badly, President Roosevelt turned to General William “Wild Bill” Donovan, now
known historically as the “Father of Central Intelligence,” with orders to form a special unit whose primary mission was to
prepare for the eventual reopening of the Burma Road linking Burma and China by performing guerilla operations behind
the Japanese lines. Thus was born OSS Detachment 101, the first clandestine special force formed by Donovan and one
that would play a highly dangerous but vital role in the reconquest of Burma by the Allies. Behind Japanese Lines,
originally published in 1979, is the exciting story of the men of Detachment 101, who, with their loyal native allies—the
Kachin headhunters—fought a guerilla war for almost three years. It was a war not only against a tough and unyielding
enemy, but against the jungle itself, one of the most difficult and dangerous patches of terrain in the world. Exposed to
blistering heat and threatened by loathsome tropical diseases, the Western-raised OSS men also found themselves
beset by unfriendly tribesmen and surrounded by the jungle’s unique perils—giant leeches, cobras, and rogue tigers. Not
merely a war narrative, Behind Japanese Lines is an adventure story, the story of unconventional men with an almost
impossible mission fighting an irregular war in supremely hostile territory. Drawing upon the author’s own experiences as
a member of Detachment 101, interviews with surviving 101 members, and classified documents, Dunlop’s tale unfolds
with cinematic intensity, detailing the danger, tension, and drama of secret warfare. Never before have the activities of
the OSS been recorded in such authentic firsthand detail. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are proud
to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in history--books about World War II, the Third Reich, Hitler and
his henchmen, the JFK assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War, the American Revolution, gladiators,
Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval times, the old West, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New
York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked
and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
With his special forces training completed, Sergeant Roland Barker was allocated to Operation Arundel as its radio
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operator. Led by Major Bill Smallwood, he was parachuted into the Dolomites in 1944. The team's brief was to cause
havoc in the area around the Italian border and to infiltrate into Austria.During the mission, Major Smallwood was injured
in a fall and was unable to move rapidly. Despite their best efforts, both Smallwood and Barker were subsequently
captured by pursuing German troops who they were unable to outpace.Barker provides a vivid account of being
'interrogated' by the SS and Gestapo and despite the threats and the terrible conditions, the true nature of their mission
was never revealed to the enemy. Having survived these experiences, he was incarcerated in Stalag Luft XVIII in
Southern Austria. Ever defiant, Barker escaped by having himself admitted to the camp hospital and made his way into
Hungary, from where, as this account of his wartime service reveals, he was eventually repatriated to the UK.After the
war Barker opted to remain in the Army, at which point he took a commission. Promoted to Major, Barker became the
Officer Commanding 22 SAS in Malaya. He was killed in a helicopter crash in Malaya in 1953, before he could see
through his plan to have his memoir published.
Eight stories of real-life heroes who took risks for their country and others behind enemy lines.
Eight true stories of bravery and courage enacted by men and women involved in modern conflicts in the Middle East,
Afghanistan, and Pakistan.
When his electronic warfare plane, call sign Bat 21, was shot down on 2 April 1972, fifty-three-year-old Air Force
navigator Iceal "Gene" Hambleton parachuted into the middle of a North Vietnamese invasion force and set off the
biggest and most controversial air rescue effort of the Vietnam War. After twenty-five years of official secrecy, the story of
that dangerous and costly rescue is revealed by a decorated Air Force pilot and Vietnam veteran. Involving personnel
from all services, including the Coast Guard, the unorthodox rescue operation claimed the lives of eleven soldiers and
airmen, destroyed or damaged several aircraft, and put hundreds of airmen, a secret commando unit, and a South
Vietnamese infantry division at risk. It also examines the thorny debates arising from an operation that balanced one
man's life against mounting U.S. and South Vietnamese casualties and material losses, the operation's impact on one of
the most critical battles of the war, and the role played by search and rescue as America disengaged from that war.
"Shot Down is a compelling story of our B-17 aircrews that flew, fought, and died over Europe to save a continent from
tyranny and oppression. There were over 56,000 downed airmen in World War II. Lt. Howard Snyder and the crew of the
Susan Ruth were one of those crews that went down over Europe... --General Duncan J. McNabb, USAF, retired, 33rd
Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force." -- back cover
One of the most amazing stories of World War II is also likely to be among the last. As the twentieth century closed, the
veterans of its defining war passed away at a rate of a thousand per day. Fortunately, D Day paratrooper Joseph Beyrle
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met author Thomas H. Taylor in time to record "The Simple Sounds of Freedom, the true story of the first American
paratrooper to land in Normandy and the only soldier to fight for both the United States and the Soviet Union against Nazi
Germany. It is a story of battle, followed by a succession of captures, escapes, recaptures, and re-escapes, then battle
once more, in the final months of fighting on the Eastern Front. For these unique experiences, both President Bill Clinton
and President Boris Yeltsin honored Joe Beyrle on the fiftieth anniversary of V-E Day. Beyrle did not strive to be a part of
history, but history kept visiting him. Twice before the invasion he parachuted into Normandy, bearing gold for the French
resistance. D Day resulted in his capture, and he was mistaken for a German line-crosser--a soldier who had, in fact,
died in the attempt. Eventually Joe was held under guard at the American embassy in Moscow, suspected of being a
Nazi assassin. Fingerprints saved him, confirming that he'd been wounded five times, and that he bore a safe-conduct
pass written by Marshal Zhukov after the Wehrmacht wrested Joe, at gunpoint, from execution by the Gestapo. In the
ruins of Warsaw his life was saved again, this time by Polish nuns. Some of Joe's story is in his own words--a voice that
will be among the last and best we hear firsthand from World War II.
"I have a rendezvous with death, at some disputed barricade." Alan Seeger, 1916 In the first days of World War I four soldiers, left
behind as the British army retreated through northern France under the first German onslaught, found themselves trapped on the
wrong side of the Western Front, in a tiny village called Villeret. Just a few miles from the Somme, the village would be
permanently inundated with German troops for the next four years, yet the villagers conspired to feed, clothe and protect the
fugitives under the very noses of the invaders, absorbing the Englishmen into their homes and lives until they could pass for
Picardy peasants. The leader of the band, Robert Digby, was a striking young man who fell in love with Claire Dessenne, the
prettiest maid in the village. In November 1915, with the guns clearly audible from the battlefront, Claire gave birth to Digby's child,
the jealous whispering began, and the conspiracy that had protected the soldiers for half the war started to unravel. Never before
told, Ben Macintyre's The Englishman's Daughter is a harrowing tale of love, duplicity and their tragic consequences, which haunt
the people of Villeret eight decades after the Great War.
In the current conflict in Iraq and Afghanistan, Britain's Special Forces are on the front line, these heroes are so respected that
they are even called upon by the Americans when a particularly difficult and dangerous job has to be done. Time after time they
have proved their worth on the battlefield, confirming that their commitment and professionalism are second to none.Military expert
Nigel Cawthorne looks at the crucial role the British special forces have played since the 9/11 attacks on the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon. Of course, the circumstances have changed dramatically since the 'War on Terror' began, which has made the
task facing these brave soldiers even more complicated than it originally appeared.This insightful book examines how the
relationship between our special forces and their American counterparts has developed, as they try to stabilise a volatile region,
fighting side-by-side against the ruthless enemies of the West.
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The Sunday Times No.1 bestseller. They were branded as cowards and accused of being the British Special Forces Squadron
that ran away from the Iraqis. But nothing could be further from the truth. Ten years on, the story of these sixty men can finally be
told. In March 2003 M Squadron - an SBS unit with SAS embeds - was sent 1,000 kilometres behind enemy lines on a true
mission impossible, to take the surrender of the 100,000-strong Iraqi Army 5th Corps. From the very start their tasking earned the
nickname 'Operation No Return'. Caught in a ferocious ambush by thousands of die-hard fanatics from Saddam Hussein's
Fedayeen, plus the awesome firepower of the 5th Corps' heavy armour, and with eight of their vehicles bogged in Iraqi swamps, M
Squadron launched a desperate bid to escape, inflicting massive damage on their enemies. Running low on fuel and ammunition,
outnumbered, outmanoeuvred and outgunned, the elite operators destroyed sensitive kit and prepared for death or capture as the
Iraqis closed their deadly trap. Zero Six Bravo recounts in vivid and compelling detail the most desperate battle fought by British
and allied Special Forces trapped behind enemy lines since World War Two. It is a classic account of elite soldiering that ranks
with Bravo Two Zero and the very greatest Special Forces missions of our time.
“Brilliantly researched, utterly gripping history: the first full account of a remarkable group of Jewish refugees—a top-secret band of
brothers—who waged war on Hitler.”—Alex Kershaw, New York Times best-selling author of The Longest Winter and TheLiberator
The incredible World War II saga of the German-Jewish commandos who fought in Britain’s most secretive special-forces unit—but
whose story has gone untold until now June 1942. The shadow of the Third Reich has fallen across the European continent. In
desperation, Winston Churchill and his chief of staff form an unusual plan: a new commando unit made up of Jewish refugees who
have escaped to Britain. The resulting volunteers are a motley group of intellectuals, artists, and athletes, most from Germany and
Austria. Many have been interned as enemy aliens, and have lost their families, their homes—their whole worlds. They will stop at
nothing to defeat the Nazis. Trained in counterintelligence and advanced combat, this top secret unit becomes known as X Troop.
Some simply call them a suicide squad. Drawing on extensive original research, including interviews with the last surviving
members, Leah Garrett follows this unique band of brothers from Germany to England and back again, with stops at British
internment camps, the beaches of Normandy, the battlefields of Italy and Holland, and the hellscape of Terezin concentration
camp—the scene of one of the most dramatic, untold rescues of the war. For the first time, X Troop tells the astonishing story of
these secret shock troops and their devastating blows against the Nazis. “Garrett’s detective work is stunning, and her storytelling
is masterful. This is an original account of Jewish rescue, resistance, and revenge.”—Wendy Lower, author of The Ravine and
National Book Award finalist Hitler’s Furies
If there was ever a man who was born to fly, it is John M. Billings. He took his first plane ride in 1926, began taking piloting lessons
in 1938, and joined the US Army Air Force in July 1942. After training he was assigned to fly Consolidated B-24 Liberator longrange bombers. He joined the 825th Bombardment Squadron of the 484th Bombardment Group. After flying fifteen daylight
strategic bombing missions, Billings was selected for assignment to the 885th Bombardment Squadron (Heavy) (Special). As its
designation suggests, the 885th was no regular bombing unit. The 885th specialized in flying top secret, low-altitude missions at
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night in support of the clandestine operations of the OSS and the Special Operations Executive. The unit’s covert missions
included parachuting OSS and SOE agents and supplies deep inside German territory. The most eventful and dangerous of
Billings’ thirty-nine secret missions with the 885th was his assignment in February 1945 to clandestinely insert a three-man OSS
team, code-named Greenup, into Austria. The drop zone selected for the Greenup insertion was located on a glacier in a valley
surrounded by mountains in the middle of the snow-covered Alps. Billings and his crew finally found the weather in the Alps clear
enough to spot the drop zone, slip their unwieldy B-24 between the mountain peaks and descend to an altitude just a few hundred
feet above the moonlit snow. On Billings’ signal, the OSS agents parachuted right on target. The insertion of this OSS team was
the inspiration for the feature film Inglorious Bastards. However, Brad Pitt’s vengeful character was far removed from the leader of
the Greenup team, Fred Mayer, who achieved success by infiltrating enemy ranks to gain vital intelligence. After the war, John
Billings flew with Trans World Airlines and Eastern Airlines. He also flew more than 300 ‘Angel Flight’ airlift missions which
involve the specialized aerial transportation of critically ill medical patients. This is one man’s story of a remarkable lifetime of
flying, both in peace and in war.
A gripping firsthand account of life and combat operations in the elite South African Special Forces, known as Recces, by a
veteran Recce officer. The South African Special Forces are one of the most effective—and mysterious—military units in the world.
Working in secret on covert operations, the legendary Recces have long fascinated, but little is known about how they operate.
Now Koos Stadler, a career officer in the South African Special Forces, shares a revealing chronicle of his life and his experiences
in the Border War. Shortly after passing the grueling Special Forces selection course in the early 1980s, Koos Stadler joined the
so-called Small Teams group at 5 Reconnaissance Regiment. This sub-unit was made up of two-man teams and was responsible
for many secret missions behind enemy lines. Sent to blow up railway lines and enemy fighter jets in south Angola, Stadler and his
partner stared death in the face many times.
The author takes as his canvas the Vietnam War, as seen through a single mission that occurred on May 2, 1968. A twelve-man
Special Forces team had been covertly inserted into a small clearing in the jungle of neutral Cambodia--where U.S. forces were
forbidden to operate. The team did not know they had infiltrated a section of jungle that concealed a major enemy base.
The “exciting” true story of a downed cargo plane and a group of stranded U.S. Army medical personnel fighting to survive in Nazioccupied Albania (The Bowling Green Daily News). A Wall Street Journal Bestseller An Edgar Award Finalist and Anthony Award
Finalist for Best Critical or Non-Fiction Work When twenty-six Army nurses and medics—part of the 807th Medical Air Evacuation
Transport Squadron—boarded a cargo plane for transport in November 1943, they never anticipated the crash landing in Nazioccupied Albania that would lead to a months-long struggle for survival. In a drama that captured the attention of the American
public, the group and its flight crew dodged bullets and battled blinding winter storms as they climbed mountains and fought to stay
alive, aided by courageous villagers who risked death at Nazi hands to help them. A mesmerizing tale of the heroism of ordinary
people, The Secret Rescue tells a story of endurance kept secret for decades, and of the daring rescue attempts by clandestine
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American and British organizations amid the tumultuous landscape of the war. “Combines all of the elements that draw us to WWII
stories: the daring of The Guns of Navarone, the suspense of The Great Escape, and the bravery reminiscent of Ill Met by
Moonlight. It's the inclusion of so many women, though, that makes this story unique.” —The Daily Beast “An amazing WWII
survival-and-rescue story.” —Booklist

Clancy is an Irish boy in a family of six children. Growing up in the harsh slums of Chicago's south side during the 1960s,
Clancy learns the rough facts of life from his garbage man father and police captain uncle. But life changes drastically for
him when he is drafted into the Marine Corps and ends up in Vietnam during the brutal Tet Offensive. Fighting alongside
his fellow soldiers, he is overpowered during a firefight and taken into captivity, where he endures the unthinkable.
Eventually rescued, he rejoins his unit and continues fighting in the war, earning numerous medals for his service. But
this is only the beginning for Clancy. Filled with deep insight into the turbulent world of the sixties and the years that
followed, Between the Sheets, Behind Enemy Lines is a thought-provoking tale of one man's journey through life and the
lessons he learns. Clancy's path from soldier to self-made man is both inspiring and challenging. Yet through it all,
Clancy never loses sight of where he's been or the sacrifices made by his fellow soldiers.
Having barely escaped Germany, several Jewish friends are determined to strike back at the Third Reich while their
families languish in concentration camps. After months of training with the U.S. Army, a small group of spies is formed,
including several former German soldiers now willing to betray their Fuhrer for the greater good of Germany. The
mission's commander is a Jewish sergeant who only months earlier was plucked from the streets of Brooklyn. The men
are sent on a covert operation deep into the heavily fortified area of Austria's ''Alpine Redoubt, '' where Hitler planned to
make his last stand. Capture meant almost certain death; success, a swift end to the war. Using recently declassified
files, private documents, and personal interviews, military historian Patrick K. O'Donnell has written another cinematic
World War II drama, filled with an unforgettable cast of characters and packed with action, suspense, and intrigue.
As 1914 ends, the war which was supposed to be over by Christmas, had settled down to an entrenched stalemate.
Trapped behind enemy lines are many British soldiers who are hidden by brave French families. The risks are high for
both fugitives and their protectors. This book tells their story, while focussing on a young Scot who emerges from hiding
as Mademoiselle Louise, leading an amazing double life for almost two years, ending in betrayal. Sentenced to death by
the Germans only an impassionate plea from his adopted mother saves his life. Others are not so lucky.After the war he
speedily returns from captivity in Germany, via Scotland to France and marries his sweetheart, but life remains hard in
the war ravaged country. This extraordinary story was only revealed by a British journalist in 1927. The Daily Telegraph
readers' response was overwhelming and culminated in our French heroines being feted on a lavish visit to London's
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Mansion House and an audience with the King, Queen, Prince of Wales and a three year old Princess Elizabeth.Trapped
Behind Enemy Lines covers as aspect of The Great War that has bene overlooked. It will be of interest to those who love
intrigue, adventure, love and betrayal.
Major John L. Plaster recalls his remarkable covert activities as a member of a special operations team during the
Vietnam War in a “comprehensive, informative, and often exciting…account of an important part of the overall Vietnam
tragedy” (The New York Times). Before there were Navy SEALs, there was SOG. Short for “Studies and Operations
Group,” it was a secret operations force in Vietnam, the most highly decorated unit in the war. Although their chief
mission was disrupting the main North Vietnamese supply route into South Vietnam, SOG commandos also rescued
downed helicopter pilots and fellow soldiers, and infiltrated deep into Laos and Cambodia to identify bombing targets,
conduct ambushes, mine roads, and capture North Vietnamese soldiers for intelligence purposes. Always outnumbered,
they matched wits in the most dangerous environments with an unrelenting foe that hunted them with trackers and dogs.
Ten entire teams disappeared and another fourteen were annihilated. This is the dramatic, page-turning true story of that
team’s dedication, sacrifice, and constant fight for survival. In the “gripping” (Publishers Weekly) Secret Commandos,
John Plaster vividly describes these unique warriors who gave everything fighting for their country—and for each other.
Tells the stories of spies on both sides of the American Civil War.
Shot down on a mission, 19-year-old pilot Henry is alone in a treacherous land. Desperate to get back to his family and
the girl he loves, he is forced to rely on the cunning of the French Resistance. But in his battle to survive the deadly
journey across Nazi-occupied Europe, he must face a terrible choice: can he take a life to save his own? "A brilliantly
paced, action-packed story with some breathtaking moments" - Primary Times
Experience the thrilling and true story of Lt. Robert Grimes as he runs for his life to evade being captured by Nazi
soldiers. Readers will follow Grimes as he escapes danger with help from the Comet Line, a resistance group that
rescued Allied soldiers during WWII.
On November 8, 1943, U.S. Army nurse Agnes Jensen stepped out of a cold rain in Catania, Sicily, into a C-53 transport
plane. But she and twelve other nurses never arrived in Bari, Italy, where they were to transport wounded soldiers to
hospitals farther from the front lines. A violent storm and pursuit by German Messerschmitts led to a crash landing in a
remote part of Albania, leaving the nurses, their team of medics, and the flight crew stranded in Nazi-occupied territory.
What followed was a dangerous nine-week game of hide-and-seek with the enemy, a situation President Roosevelt
monitored daily. Albanian partisans aided the stranded Americans in the search for a British Intelligence Mission, and the
group began a long and hazardous journey to the Adriatic coast. During the following weeks, they crossed Albania's
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second highest mountain in a blizzard, were strafed by German planes, managed to flee a town moments before it was
bombed, and watched helplessly as an attempt to airlift them out was foiled by Nazi forces. Albanian Escape is the
suspense-filled story of the only group of Army flight nurses to have spent any length of time in occupied territory during
World War II. The nurses and flight crew endured frigid weather, survived on little food, and literally wore out their shoes
trekking across the rugged countryside. Thrust into a perilous situation and determined to survive, these women found
courage and strength in each other and in the kindness of Albanians and guerrillas who hid them from the Germans.
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